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Abstract — Web sites with high number of visits may 

publish information from many heterogeneous, source 
databases. Delta Replication transfers data from local 
databases to the central one, providing data-value 
transformation. Valid Delta Replication is determined by 
Compatibility of the source and destination relational 
schemas.  Transformation of the source relation is based on 
transformed attributes domains, achieved during replication 
setup process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid development of web advertising and e-commerce 
resulted in some web sites with very high number of visits. 
Sellers are interested in information publishing via such 
central sites. They may maintain data in their local 
databases, and the same data have to be retrieved via the 
central site.  

Data duplicated in the central database allow faster 
search and makes the central site independent from local 
servers. The source data may be changed frequently, so 
that an automatic propagation of that new data has to be 
provided. 

 
Fig. 1. Local to Central DB Replication 

Standard replications supported by widely used RDBMS 
are suitable as long as source and destination data 
structures are the same, and sets of data values equal. They 
support transformation of object names, and casting of data 
types (“ORACLE Replication [1], “IBM Q-Replication” 
[2]); data-values transformation can be achieved with 
significant programming effort only. 

There is a remarkable history of  research projects in the 
area of data integration [3][4]. In general, the goal of data 
integration is to combine data from different sources by 
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applying a global data model and by detecting and 
resolving schema and data conflicts so that homogenous, 
unified view can be provided [3]. 

The goal of research presented in this paper is: (i) 
analyzes of local databases structure, (ii) formal definition 
of the relationship between source and destination data,  
(iii) proposal of the data value transformation model, and 
its verification by simple application. 

II. DELTA REPLICATION IS NEEDED 

The advantage of data replication against queering 
underlying data sources at each incoming request is [5]: 
o Very small response times. 
o Data from temporarily unavailable sources can still be 

presented to the customer. 
o Additional data sources may be added at any time. 
Delta function allows vertical partitioning of data 

sources: single tuple may be filled with data from many 
sources asynchronously. 

Delta Replication Model, subject of this research, is 
implemented by simple software in test use by the web site 
www.autoscout24.com. Table bellow shows number of ads 
of professional car-dealers, listed from AutoScout24 
database. 

TABLE 1: PROFESSIONAL ADS BY WAY OF MAINTAIN. 

Maintained by Ads   
Delta Replication 791.525 
Web interface – manually 241.557 
Total 1.033.082 

 
The table above depicts importance of Delta 

Replication, as 76.5% of professional ads, from 748 data 
sources are maintained by that way. Such number of 
sources is manageable by tool proposed in this paper. 

III. FORMAL DEFINITION OF DELTA REPLICATION 

Perception of the same real-world entity by database 
designers may differ in many details, leading to different 
data models. Delta Replication has to provide that 
destination data follow the source with acceptable latency, 
building the bridge over these differences.  

A. Basic Rule of Delta Replication 

Delta Replication transfers data from the local, source 
relations to the appropriate central relations. Domains of 
corresponding attributes may differ, so that data-values 
transformation has to be provided.  

Basic rule of Delta Replication: Each tuple from the 
source relation exists in destination (i.e. no rejected 
tuples), and data values follow well defined mapping rule, 
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so that piece of lost information doesn’t change basic data 
meaning. Let us say, that piece of lost information is 
acceptable. 

A domain defines possible data values of each attribute.  
Establishing of Delta Replication depends of relationship 
between corresponding, source and destination domains. 

B. Attributes Compatibility 

An attribute A, defined by the name NA and by the 
named set of possible data values -domain DA is associated 
to the single property P of a real-world entity [6]:   

DA={a, b,…,p}, A = (NA, DA). 

Let us associate attribute B, named NB, with domain 
DB={a, b,…,q} to the same entity property. 

Attributes A and B are identical, if they are associated to 
the same entity property, their names are equal, and their 
domains are identical (sign :: stays for definition): 

(A ≡ B)::(NA = NB) ∧  (DA ≡ DB). 

Def: Attribute domain DB is compatible to the attribute 
domain DA, if exists domain transformation QD that maps 
DB to DA, so that a piece of lost information is acceptable. 

An attribute transformation is composed of the name 
and domain transformations: 

Q(NB, DB) = (QN(NB), QD(DB)). 

Attribute name may be transformed only, if attributes 
are associated to the same entity property. 

 
Def: The compatibility is of the 1st grade (sign ~>), 

always, when transformation is injection, otherwise it is of 
the 2nd grade (sign ≈>). 

 
Fig. 2. Compatibility of 2nd grade 

 
Domain definition of an attribute may be implemented 

by: 
a) data type and range: 

(∀  n ∈  D ) | (n = Type ) ∧  ( min ≤ n ≤ max), 

b) set of enumerated values {a, b,…, p}. 
 
The source attribute domain DB defined by type, is 

compatible to the destination attribute domain DA, if its 
data type is subtype (operator ∝ ) of destination type, and 
its transformed data range is within the destination range: 

(DB ≈> DA) = (Type(DB) ∝  Type(DA)) ∧  min(QD(DB)) ≥ 
min(DA) ∧  max(QD(DB)) ≤ max(DA). 

This kind of attribute is common to quantify an entity 
property, and data may be transformed by a formula [7]. 

It is common to describe elements of an enumerated 
domain by words or phrases. The same entity property may 

be described by synonyms in different data models. The 
attribute domain defined by enumerated values DB,  is 
compatible to the attribute domain DA, always, when exists 
meaning translator Mt that maps synonyms. 

Attribute domain DB may be transformed to the domain 
DA by formula or by meaning translator. 

The source domain DB is compatible to the destination 
domain DA, if its transformed domain QD(DB) is subset of 
the DA: 

(QD(DB) ⊆  DA) → (DB ≈>DA). 

C. Relational Schema and Relation 

A real-world-entity E is described by the set of 
attributes: 

S = {A1, A2,…, An}. 

Relational schema RSH associated to an entity E is 
defined by the name NR, and by the set of attributes SR [6]: 

SR = {A1, A2,,…, An}, RSH = (NR, SR). 

By definition of a schema all its attributes are defined, 
including their domains.  

Relation R is named subset of Cartesian product of all 
attributes domains [6]: 

R ⊆  DA1 x DA2, x …x DAn. 

Tuple is an element of relation R that maps single value of 
each attribute domain to the relation [8][9]. 

While relation R may be changed frequently, relational 
schema RSH defines all possible elements of relation R, and 
commonly, is stable. That is, the successful schema 
transformation, guarantees relation transformation. 

D. Tuple identification 

Let us associate relational schema TSH, named NT with 
set of attributes Bi, i=1…m, to the same real-world-entity 
E: 

TSH = ( NT, {B1, B2, …, Bm} ). 

The attributes Ai and Bi, for each i=1…m, are associated 
to the same entity property. 

Let us say, that a key [8] KT in the source relational 
schema TSH is defined by set of attributes 
KT={B1,B2,…,Bk}. In order to establish replication, in the 
destination schema RSH has to exist key: 

KR={X} ∪ {A1,A2,…,Ak. }, 

where the attribute X identifies replication. 
 
Def: Relational schema TSH is key compatible (sign o) to 

the relational schema RSH , (TSH  o RSH)  if: 
o KT ={B1, B2, …, Bk} is a key in TSH 
o KR={X, A1, A2, …, Ak} is a key in RSH 
o Compatibility of 1st grade exists:  

(Bi ~>Ai),  (∀ i=1,…,k). 

E. Relations Compatibility 

Def: Relational schema TSH is compatible to the 
relational schema RSH  if: 

o Schema name NT may be transformed to the name 
NR; that is that both schemas are associated to the 



 

same entity. 
o Schemas are key compatible, (TSH  o RSH). 
o Non-key attributes Bi have at least compatibility of 

2nd grade: 

(Bi≈>Ai),   ( ∀ i=k+1,…,m). 
In order to proof that successfully transformed domains 

imply successful relation transformation, let us assume that 
relation R’ is projection of relation R, containing attributes 
A1, A2,…,Am, and relation T is identical to the Cartesian 
product of all TSH  domains: 

T ≡ DB1 x DB2 x… x DBm. 

Transformed relation Q(T) is Cartesian product of 
transformed domains: 

Q(T) ≡ QD1(DB1) x QD2(DB2) x … x QDM(DBm). 

Compatibility of 2nd grade of each attribute Bi to the Ai, 
implies QD(DBi) ⊆ DAi and: 

Q(T) ⊆ DA1 x DA2 x … x DAm. 

R’ contains all transformed tuples from T. 
Valid Delta Replication (VDR) of source relation T to the 

destination relation R, may be established always, when the 
relational schema TSH is compatible to the relational 
schema RSH;: 

VDR(T,R) = (TSH ≈>RSH). 

Example depicts the source (TSH), and destination (RSH), 
relational schemas, associated to a car entity: 

TSH = ( SC, { Sid# = integer, autoincrement; 
Smodel = {BMW.316, MB.220, 

 MB.E} 
     Sprice = integer; 100…1.000; 
     Spower_in_hp = real, 10…1000; 
     Scolor= {Blue, Red, Light red}; 
     Sseat = integer, 2…9 
    } 
  ) 
RSH = ( DC, { Did# = integer, autoincrement; 

X = {x1, x2, …xp}; 
     Dsid = integer; 

Dmodel = {BMW.316, MB.220, 
MB.E} 

     Dprice = real, 100,00…1.999,99; 
     DPower_in_kW = real, 5…750; 
     Dcolor= {Blue, Red}; 
     Dseat = integer, 2…9, 

Dhits = integer 
    } 
  ) 
Attribute X identifies replication, and Dsid identifies 

tuple within each replication. 
The source attribute Sprice is compatible to the 

destination Dprice, because integer is subtype of real, and 
its transformed range fits within the range of Dprice. 

The attribute Spower_in_hp is compatible to the 
Dpower_in_kW, because their data types are the same, 
exists well defined transformation ( kW = 0.736 * HP), 
and range of the destination attribute is wider then 
transformed source range ( 5 < 0.736 * 10 ) ∧  ( 750 > 

0.736*1000). 
The domain SColor is compatible to the domain 

DColor, because each element of Scolor is mapped to 
Dcolor. The piece of lost information about color tone is 
acceptable, so that final result is the same as data has been 
inserted to the destination relation using web interface of 
central site. 

TABLE 2: COLORS TRANSFORMATION. 

Scolor Dcolor  
Blue Blue 
Red Red 
Light red Red 

 
Sid# is primary key in the source relation replicated by 

xi, mapped to Dsid#. Set {X, Dsid#} is a key in destination 
relation, so that Sid# has the 1st grade compatibility to  
Dsid#. 

TSH is compatible to RSH, because: 
o Both schemas are associated to the same entity. 
o Each attribute of TSH may be transformed to the 

appropriate RSH attribute. 
o Each source tuple may be uniquely related to the 

destination tuple. 
Valid Delta Replication requirement is achieved, and 

Delta Replication may be established. 

IV. DELTA REPLICATION DATA MODEL 

Data Model provides mapping of all replicated relations, 
their attributes, and data values transformations. During 
replication, temporary relation holds the source tuples. 
Joining that temporary relation with dictionaries, 
destination data values are built. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Simplified Delta Replication Data Model 

 
TableMapping provides transformation of relational 

schema name, while ColumnMapping transforms attribute 
name. Also, it holds information about related dictionary 
table or formula. The foreign key on DestValue is created, 
to insure transformed data-values consistence. 

Shown data model is used to detect Valid Delta 
Replication (VDR) requirement of each replication, 
monitoring that: 
o All ColumnSource are mapped 



 

o All SourceValue are mapped 
o DestValue is pointed by only one SourceValue, if 

ColumnSource is a part of key and use Dictionary. 

V. DELTA FUNCTION 

In order to save information of attributes {Am+1, Am+2, 
…, An} that exists only in destination relation (Dhits in our 
example), it isn’t possible to delete tuples from the 
destination relation, even when synchronization is done.  

Delta function identifies transactions to get subset of 
destination relation, owned by current replication, 
synchronized with the source. The set of transactions is: 

Δt = {ins, upd, del, notr}. 

Shortcuts stay for insert, update, delete and no 
transaction respectively. 

 
TABLE 3: TRANSACTION IDENTIFICATION. 

KT B X KR A Δt 
1 a x1 1 a notr 
  x1 2 b del 

3 c x1 3 e upd 
4 d x1   ins 
  x2 1 f notr 

 
The ins transaction is performed for each tuple that 

exists in the source, but doesn’t exist in destination. Upd is 
performed for each tuple that exists in both relations where 
data values of any attributes pair differ. Delta function will 
identify del for each tuple existing only in destination. All 
tuples with equal related attributes data values, remain 
untouched, avoiding unnecessary work load of database. 

VI. DELTA REPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION 

Proposed Delta Replication Model is verified by simple 
application with modules described in this chapter. 

Delta Setup Module runs on local server, helping to 
map schemas [9][10] and generate XML file that initially 
defines replication. Replication creator, using GUI, 
chooses source relations and their attributes to replicate, 
and maps them to the destination objects. The schema 
mapping task cannot be fully automated since the syntactic 
representation of schemas and data do not completely 
convey the semantics of different databases [11]. 

Delta Definition Module runs on Delta Server, 
processes XML file and inserts rows into tables shown on 
Fig. 3. 

Mapping Module maps data-values, maybe, with Delta 
administrator assistance. 

Delta Replication Monitor checks for VDR condition 
and may stop replication breaking Valid Delta Replication 
requirement. 

Synchronization Export Module, on local server, 
exports all rows that meet replication filter. 

Synchronization Import Module imports streams, 
performs Delta Function and processes transactions in 
destination tables. 

Delta Export Module checks for modified local rows, 
and exports them to the Delta Server with tag of requested 
transaction. 

Delta Import Module processes requested transactions. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The increasing need of web advertising and e-commerce 
is to integrate data from many sources. This paper 
proposes data replication model with data-values 
transformation. Simple application in test use by site 
www.autoscout24.de implements this model. Experienced 
shortcoming concerns to: 
o Detection of changed tuples requires specific 

timestamp or trigger in source databases. 
o Setup process has to be repeated if source or 

destination schemas are modified. 
o Tool assistance in schema mapping should be 

improved. 
The future research will focus to automatic mapping of 

objects and data-values, and to implications of source and 
destination relational schemas modifications. 
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